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The Challenge

The Solution

Cyber threats have emerged as one of the most significant

SecureWorks does this through the Counter Threat Platform,

business risks facing enterprise organizations today.

our SaaS-based early-warning system that delivers insights

Despite multiple layers of defense implemented over time,

and deploys countermeasures, derived from analytics and

organizations are still prone to attack from constantly

applied intelligence. Working as a holistic platform, the CTP

evolving and sophisticated methods of intrusion and

delivers:

infiltration.

•

Rapid insights and accuracy

SecureWorks helps meet the challenges that organizations

•

Business-driven context and intelligence

face today by delivering “future-proof” protections. This

•

Full visibility

•

Accelerated response and orchestration

•

Skills and expertise

means that your organization can approach IT security
as an embedded function of your business regardless of
how security challenges evolve. Once this function is in
place your IT infrastructure can adapt and thereby focus
on IT security as a business enabler, as opposed to a crisis
management function.

The Counter Threat Platform delivers the qualitative and
quantitative intelligence that helps you make educated,
informed decisions in real time.

Adapting to this strategy enables you to prepare for these challenges:
» Threat-driven vs. Business-driven approach

» Reporting to the C-suite and BoD

» Increased threats to the business

» Inability to support innovation and change

» Skills shortage

» Challenged to meet or maintain compliance

» Uneven security posture based on resources
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Counter Threat Platform — At Work

•

Intrusion Analyst

•

Incident Response

•

CTOC Analyst

The SecureWorks Counter Threat Platform consists of three
functional components:

SecureWorks helps meet the challenges that organizations
Our Analytics component delivers context

face today by delivering “future-proof” protections.
Regardless of how the threat landscape evolves, with the
power of the SecureWorks CTP behind your organization,

through advanced correlation, insights
Analytics

and countermeasures through sophisticated

you will be able to:
•

Realize an outcome-based experience

•

Optimize existing security investments (tools,

through constantly adapting machine learning,
expert systems.
The Intelligence component is where we

resources)

bring in the power of our expertise and world
Intelligence

renowned Counter Threat Unit™ researchers.

•

Predict business risk and make faster decisions

•

Reallocate cost savings and maximize resources

•

Close the skills gap for hard to find expertise

countermeasures for emerging threats, and

•

Make compliance less of a burden

providing security orchestration and resolution

They are constantly identifying new threat
tactics, techniques and procedures, developing

for our clients.
What truly sets the SecureWorks Counter Threat Platform
The Operations component is where we

apart is how each functional component of the CTP works
seamlessly, adding intelligence to automation, simplicity
into orchestration, and confidence into recommendation.

Operations

deliver the power of the CTP to our clients,
through unified visibility and reporting, oneclick command and control for continuous
response, and instant access to the critical
skills and expertise that our clients rely on.
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SecureWorks Unifies Enterprise Security
SecureWorks unifies enterprise security for our clients by

our solutions and capabilities. With this unique approach,

spanning the security ecosystem of products and vendors,

clients do not have to throw out their existing investments

thereby optimizing our clients investments, and allowing

to leverage the power of our Counter Threat Platform.

them to utilize IT as a business driver. Our vendor-neutral
approach enables clients to enhance their existing IT
security infrastructure and “best of breed” technologies with
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SecureWorks Security Framework
SecureWorks offers robust end-to-end capabilities

Every one of our industry leading services are built on the

regardless of where our clients may be in the security

foundation of the SecureWorks CTP. So with every service

maturation process. Additionally, we offer a broad range

we deliver, our clients receive the power of the CTP: our

of consulting service offerings to help clients construct,

Analytics, Intelligence, and Operations, delivering security

optimize, or build out their security program as well as

when, where, and how they need it for a fraction of the cost

turn-key managed and SaaS based solutions for network,

of traditional approaches.

endpoint, data, app, cloud/IoT, and security operations.
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Who Is SecureWorks?

unprecedented insight, analytics and intelligence, as well as
help them secure their network with rapid countermeasures

SecureWorks has been delivering intelligence-driven

and unified visibility. When we add all this together, it is

information security solutions to our clients for more than

clear why we are the recognized security intelligence

17 years. During that time, we have built an elite security

solutions leader.

organization that includes more than 2,000 employees
in over 59 countries. Each day, we process up to 190

We also know that with leadership comes responsibility.

billion network events daily, and have identified over 2

For that reason we work and partner with many different

billion threat indicators. We have more than 300 expert

agencies to provide insight to the global threat landscape,

security consultants that have performed over 700 Incident

help fight cyber terrorism and share methods and best

Response engagements last year alone and typically, we

practices, both here and abroad.

perform over 1,500 consulting engagements annually.

breadth of visibility to the power of the Counter Threat

For more information, call (877) 838-7947 to
speak to a SecureWorks security specialist.

Platform, we are able to apply that intelligence across

www.secureworks.com

What this means is that when we add our unprecedented

all of our security solutions and provide our clients with
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